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Simultaneous
processing
of verbal
and spatialinformation
TIMOTHYA. SALTHOUSE
University of Michigan,Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Two experiments investigated the generality of the selective interference phenomenon by studying
several different concurrent tasks, each involving either verbal or spatial information, and a range of
retention intervals from 10 to 30 sec. The results supported the selective interference predictions, since
the interference in performance was greater when the two simultaneous tasks both involved either verbal
information or spatial information than when one of the tasks involved verbal and the other spatial
information, It was concluded that not only was the selective interference phenomenon a rather general
effect but that, since it was unaffected by changes in the nature of the component tasks, it was also
probably caused by central processing capacity limitations rather than by competition for a specific
structural mechanism.

In a recent study by the author (Salthouse,1974), it
was found that two memory tasks could be handled
simultaneously with little or no performance
interferenceif the two tasks hvolved different types of
information. Recognitionmemory taskswith nonverbal
or verbal stimuli were performed during the retention
interval of a recall memory task consistingof either
spatial or verbal information. The interference in
performance when the two memory tasks were
performed concurrently was highly selectivein nature,
with the most interferenceresultingwhen the two tasks
both involved either verbal information or spatial
information. Primarily because of this pattern of
selectiveinterference,it was suggestedthat spatialand
verbal information are processedand stored in separate
processingsystems.
Since the separateprocessingsystem hypothesis is
potentially of great theoreticalimportance,the current
ex p eriments were designed to investigate more
thoroughly the simultaneousprocessingof spatial and
verbal information. Tasks with both lesserand greater
memory requirements than the recognition memory
tasks in the earlierexperimentsand coveringa rangeof
retention intervalsfrom l0 to 30 secwere studiedin the
presentexperiments.Thesemanipulationswere intended
to assessthe generality of the selective interference
phenomenonand to determinewhether it is limited to a
particular combination of memory tasks or to a
particulartime spanin memory.
The data obtained from the memory demand and
retention interval manipulationsshould alsobe usefulin
making inferencesabout the reasonsfor the selective
interference phenomenon. The nature of the
interferenceeffect should be inferrableif two taskswith
different emphases are investigated in the same
experimentalsituation. If the interferenceis similar in
direction and magnitude with both tasks, one can
concludethat the interferenceis causedby a nonspecific
limitation in overall processingcapacity. On the other
hand, if the interferenceis only evidentwith one of the

tasks. then one can conclude that the interferenceis
structural, i.e., the result of competition for a specific
processingmechanism.
Both of the current experiments utilize the same
stimuli, consisting of arrays of 25 items with seven
circled target items, that were used in the earlier study
(Salthouse, 1974). The stimuli have the unique
advantageof possessing
the capability for differing in the
type of information the subjectis requiredto remember,
while remaining the same in the meansof presentation
and in the formal structure of the stimuli. The differing
types of information are produced by instructing the
subjectto rememberthe identitiesof the target items for
verbal information and to rememberthe positionsof the
targetitems for spatialinformation.
E)PERIMENT I
In the first experiment, verbal and spatial activities
selectedto require very little memory involvementwere
performed during the interval in which the subject was
remembering verbal or spatial information from the
array stimuli. The activitieswere counting backwardby
threes and a classification task requiring "mental
rotation." Three retention intervalswere also studied:
1 0 , 2 0 ,a n d 3 0 s e c .
The expectationsfrom the hypothesisthat selective
i n t erference is a general, rather than a
mechanism-specific,effect were: (a)that the type of
retention interval activity should interact with the type
of recall information and (b) that this interactionwould
not be affected by the length of the retention interval.
Method
Subjects.Thirty-sixcollege-age
subjectsreceived$2 for their
participationin an experimentalsession
lastingapproximately
I h. The subjectswerealternatelyassigned
to oneof two groups
in the orderthey reportedfor testing.The final composition
of
eachgroupconsisted
of 5 malesand l2 females.
Materials.The stimuli from which the subject was to
rememberthe verbalor spatialinformationare described
and
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illustratedin Salthouse(1974). Briefly, they were yellow cards
upon which were typed diamond-shapedarrays of the 25
numbersfrom I to 25, with sevennumberscircledin red ink,
The subjectwasrequiredto remembereither the identitiesor the
positionsof the sevencircled target items. Recall consistedof
the reproductionof the targetitemsfor the identity information
and circling the dots in a diamond-shaped
array of dots whose
positionscorrespondedto the positionsof the targetitems for
the position information.For eachsubjecta different arraywas
presentedon everytrial.
The material for the spatial interpolatedtask consistedof
pagescontaining72 pairs of charactersin variousorientations.
One half of the pairshad the samecharacterasboth membersof
the pair. The other half had an alphabeticcharacter(F, G, or R)
as one memberof the pair and its mirror imageas the other. The
important manipulation that insured that this task involved
spatialinformationwasthe relationshipbetweenthe orientations
of the two membersin eachpair. The membersdifferedin their
relativeorientationsby 60,120, or 180 deg,dependingupon the
page. Thus, in order to classifya characterpair as same(i.e.,
identicalcharactersin different orientations),the subjecthad to
"mentally rotate"
one of the charactets
to matchthe orientation
of the other characterin the pair. Evidencefrom severalstudies
(e.g., Cooper & Shepard,1973; Shepard& Metzler, 1971)
strongly suggeststhat this mental rotation processinvolvesthe
tansformation of imaginalor spatialinformation.
Procedure.Two groupsof subjectswere eachpresentedwith
nine conditionscomposedof the factorial combinationof three
retention intervalsand three types of interpolatedactivity. The
two groups were distinguishedon the basisof whether subjects
were instructedto rememberverbal information (Group V) or
spatialinformation(Group S). The threeretentionintervalswere
10, 20, and 30 sec,and the three types of interpolatedactivity
were none,auditory-verbal,
and visual-spatial.
The auditory-verbalinterpolatedactivity wasbasedon a task
originally introduced by Peterson and Peterson (1959).
Immediately after the presentationof the stimulusarray, the
subject was read a threedigit number from which he was to
count backward by threes until he receiveda signal to stop
countingand recallthe remembered
information.
The visual-spatialinterpolated activity mnsisted of written
same/differentclassificationjudgments about pairs of printed
charactersdisplayedin different orientations.Prior to eachtrial,
the subject was given a new page of character pairs and
instructed to begin classifying the pairs by writing an S or a D
adjacentto eachpair immediatelyafter the presentationof the
stimulus iuray and to continue classifying until the signal for
recall.
Performance on the counting backward task was not
monitored. Classification performance was measured on the
mental rotation task, but no differenceswere apparentacross
ionditiors or groupsand, hence,the resultsarenot reported.
Six trials were presentedin each of the nine conditionsto
each subject. Trials were blocked according to the type of
interpolatedactivity, and within eachblock the three retention
intervalswere distributedequally.The order of the threeblocks
of trials was counterbalancedacrosssubjectsin each group.
Betweensuccessive
blocks, subjectswere givena rest period of
approximately3 min.
On a giventrial in the experiment,the subjectfrrst inspected
the array of 25 numbers for 4 sec, attempting to remembet
either the identities(Group V) or the positions(Group S) of the
seventargetitems.Next, the subjecteither performedthe mental
rotation task, performedthe countingbackwardtask,or merely
rested for an interval of 10, 20, or 30 sec.At the sound of a
buzzer signaling the end of the retention interval, the subject
began recalling the information from the stimulus array,
eventually producing sevenresponses
even if somewere mere
guesses.
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Figurel. (a)Ve6al recsll perfcmance as a function of
retentbn interval and type of interpohted activity. (b) Spatial
recall performanceas a functbn of retention interval and type of
interpohted activity. N, V, and S denote rnne, verbal, and
spatial intetpolated activities The bars above and below each
point represent the standard errors.

Results
The dependentvariable of interest is the number of
verbal or spatialitems correctly recalled.The meansand
standard errors of this measurefor all conditions are
illustratedin Figuresla and lb. Figurela containsthe
data from GroupV, and Figurelb containsthe data
from Group S.
The initial impressionsconveyedby Figuresla and lb
are supportedstatisticallyby the outcomeof an analysis
of variance. Target identities are remembered much
better than targetpositions[F(l ,34) = 2.41, p ( .001],
short retention intervals lead to better recall than long
retention intervals [F(2,68) = 5.46, p ( .01] , and
memory intervalswith no interpolatedactivity result in
a geater number of items recalled than memory
intervals in which an interpolated task was performed
Furthermore, the
IF(2,68) = 58.95, p<.001].
interaction of Type of Recall Information by Type of
Interpolated Activity was significant [F(2,68) = 13.45,
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p < .001] , but none of the other interactions,including
the three-way interaction among type of recall
information, type of interpolatedactivity, and retention
interval,was statisticallysignificant.
The most important of the results are the findings
that the auditory-verbalinterpolated task causesmore
loss of verbal information than of spatial information,
while the reverse is true for the visual-spatial
interpolated task, and that this selectiveinterference
relationship is maintained, with one exception,
throughout all retention intervals.
The trends apparent in the group data were also
consistent across subjects. All l8 of the subjects
remembering verbal information recalled more items
when performing the mental rotation interpolated
activity. However,the pattern was reversedwhen spatial
information was remembered,as 13 of the l8 subjects
exhibited better recall with the counting backward task
than with the mental rotation task.
At the conclusion of the experiment, each subject
ranked the difficulty of the three interpolatedactivity
conditions. One hundred percent of the Group V
subjectsrated the counting backward task as the most
difficult, while only 6l% of the Group S subjectsrated it
as most difficult. The difference between the
percentagesis statistically significant (p ( .01) and
indicates that subjects are subjectively aware of the
selective interference phenomenon, although they
generally found it more difficult to perform the
counting backward task than to perform the mental
rotation classification task.
E)CERIMENT II
In the second experiment, verbal and spatial tasks,
chosen because of their demanding memory
requirements,were performed during the interval in
which the subject was rememberingverbal or spatial
information from the array stimuli. These tasks were
verbal and spatial recall tasks very similar in nature to
the original recalltasks.
The major prediction from the limited'capacity
interpretation of the selectiveinterferencephenomenon
was that a significant interaction would result between
type of recall information from the first array and type
of recall information from the second array. Also of
interest was the relationshipbetween the performances
on the two concurrentrecalltasks.
Method
subjectsreceived$3 for their
Thirty-twocollege-age
Subjects.
1'5h. The
participationin a sessionlastingapproxirnately
to one of two groupsin the
assigned
werealternately
subjects
of cach
ortlerthey reportedfor tosting.The {inal(:omposition
and
groupwas9 females
and7 malerfor CroupS lnd I I females
5 maleslirt GroupV,
Mrterirl$.TWotypesof 2S-itemarrayswereusedasslilnuli.
O n e t y p c w a s t h e y e l l o w c u r d s w i t h t h e d i a t n o n d - s h a p e da r r a y s
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of numbers described in the previous experiment. The second
type oonsistedof square-shapedarrays of uppercasealphabetic
characters typed on white cards. All of the letters of the
"O" were used in the letter arrays, and they
alphabet except
wire randomly located throughout the array with changed
positions on each array. As with the number arrays,sevenof the
items were circled in red ink and servedas the target items. The
mode of responsefor both types of stimuli was similar to that
describedin the previous experiment, with the exception that
the position responsesfor the square-shapedarrays were made
array ofdots.
rather than a diamond-shaped
on a square-shaped
hocedure. Two groups of subjectswere distinguishedon the
basisof the type of information they wererequiredto remember
array of letters. The group remembering
from the square-shaped
the target identities, i.e., verbal information, was designated
Group V, and the goup rememberingthe target positions,i.e.,
spatialinformation, was designatedCroup S.
In each group, five experimentalconditions were producedby
combinations of two separaterecall tasks.One of the recall tasks
letter
involved rememberinginformation from the square-shaped
arrays for a duration of 20 sec. The other recall task involved
rememberinginformation from the diamond-shapednumber
arrays for a duration of 5 sec.Within the two goups, the lle
conditions were identical except that the Group V subjects
rememberedverbal information (i.e., target identities) from the
square-shaped letter arrays, whereas the Group S subjects
rememberedspatialinformation (i.e., target positions).
The labeling of the conditions was derived by designatingthe
letter
type of information rememberedfrom the square-shaped
arrayswith an uppercaseletter (i.e., either V or S for verbalor
spatial information) and the type of information remembered
number arrayswith a lowercaseletter
from the diamond-shaped
(i.e., either v or s for verbal or spatial information)' The five
conditions in Group V were thus called V when subjects
rememberedverbal information from the squareletter arraysfor
20 sec,v when subjectsrememberedverbal information from the
diamond number arrays for 5 sec, s when subjectsremembered
spatial information from the diamond number arrays for 5 sec,
Vv when subjects remembered verbal information from the
diamond number arrays for 5 sec while simultaneously
rememberingverbal information from the squareletter arraysfor
a duration of 20 sec,and Vs when subjectsrememberedspatial
information from the diamond number arrays for 5 sec while
simultaneouslyrememberingverbal information from the square
letter arrays for a duration of 20 sec. The five conditions in
Group S were identical, except that the subjectsremembered
spatial information from the square-shapedletter arrays and,
hence. Conditions V, Vv, and Vs were labeledS, Sv, and Ss,
respectively.
An outline of the recall tasksinvolved in the five conditions in
eachgroup is providedin Table l With the aid of the outline,it
can be seenthat in eachgroup ConditionsVv, Vs, Sv,and Ssare
the experimentalconditionsof interest (i.e., they involve two
@ncurrent recall tasks), while the other conditions are control
conditions designedto provide estimatesof recall performance
when only one task was required on eachtrial.
In an attempt to equatethe attention demandsand the degree
of responseinvolvement acrossConditions V, Vv, and Vs and S,
Sv, and Ss, a distractor task was introducedinto the retention
interval of Conditions V and S. The task required subjects to
inspect a diamond-shapednumber array stimulus card, to count
the number of corner items that were circled in that array, and
then to write that number on the responseform. This task was
designedto involve some of the sameaspectsof attending to the
intervening array and respondingto that information that were
involved in the recall tasks found in Conditions Vv, Vs, Sv, and
Ss,but without requiring any substantialmemory component.
All subjectswere instructed to guess,if necessary,to produce
sevenresponseson each trial. TWo specialinstructions preceded
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variancewere the samewhen the datawereratiosin the
brm (Vv -_ V)/V or (Ss - s)/s as when the data were
simply the absolute number of items recalled in the
experimentalconditions.Inspectionof the data in the
rightmosttwo columnsof Table I indicatesthe direction
of the interaction:Performanceon either recalltask is
clearlybetterif the other informationbeingremembered
concurrentlyinvolvesa differenttype of information.
The finding that the interactionswere significantin
the
the performanceof both recalltasksgreatlyincreases
reliabilityof the effect,sincethe two tasksweredistinct
and at least conceptuallyindependent.[lndeed,if one
were to assumethat performanceon the two taskswas
completely independent, one could estimate the
probability that the combinedinteractioneffect resulted
from chance as being the product of the individual
probabilities,i.e.,(p ( .001)X (p < .05) = p < .00005!l
In order to determine the extent to which recall
performance on one of the two tasks was related to
recall performance on the other stimulus task,
cofielation coefficients were computed between the
levelsof performanceon the two concurrenttasks.Two
methods were used: (a) calculatinga singlecorrelation
coefficient for each condition using the mean scorefor
each subject and (b) calculating a separatecorrelation
coefficient for each subjectby correlatingthat subject's
scores on the two recall tasks for each trial in the
condition. For none of the conditions were the
correlations computed by Methoda or the mean
correlations computed by Methodb significantly
negative,as one might expect from a limited-capacity
processing
systemnotion. Similarresultswere obtained
in the earlier experimentsby the author (Salthouse,
1974),but an explanationis not readilyapparent.
Results
Correlations between mean recall performancesin
As in the previousexperiment,the major dependent
variable of interestwas the mean number of verbal and Conditionsv and s, V and v, and S and s were: v-s,
spatid items correctly recalledin eachcondition. Recall r = + . 4 9 3 ( p < . 0 1 ) ; V - v , 1 = + . 6 9 5 ( p ( . 0 1 ) ; a n d S - s ,
performance for the two groups in the square r = +.462(n.s.).
letter-array task and in the diamond number-arraytask
TableI
are presentedin Table I .
Verbal and Spatial Recall Perfamance in the
Two Recall Tasks in ExperimentlI
The major comparisonsin Table I are among the
recall performancesin Conditions Vv, Vs, Sv, and Ss.
Condition
Separateanalysesof variancewere conducted on the
Vs
RecallTask
data in these conditions for both the square-shaped
I e tter-array recall task and the diamond-shaped GroupV
4.43 5.11
Square-shaped
5.66
number-arrayrecall task. The primary result of interest
(.20)(.2s)
letter arrays
1.20)
from these-analyseswas that the interaction between
Diamond-shaped
5.43 4.r7 4.99 3.8s
type of information in the square-shaped
letter-array
(.17) (.10) (.22) (.ll)
numberarrays
task and type of information in the diamond-shaped
number-array task was significant in both the
square-shapedletter-array data [F(1,30) = 16.15, Group S
p(.0011 and the diamond-shaped
number-arraydata
Square-shaped
3.87
3.38 3.18
= 5.89, p <.05]. Identical staiisticalresults
(.2s)
(.r9) (.22)
letter anays
[F(1,30)
Diamond-shaped
5.20 4.25 5.20 3.69
were obtained when the recall scoresin Conditions Vv,
"conditionalized" with
( . l s ) ( . 1 2 )( . 1 6 )( . 1 3 )
numberarrays
Vs, Sv, and Ss were
respectto
the
appropriate
the scoresin
control conditionsfor each Note-Numbers in parenthesesare the standard enors of the
goup. That is, the outcomes from the analysesof mean in each condition.
the dual-task conditions (i.e.. Vv, Vs, Sv. and Ss). The first
emphasized the necessity of responding rapidly to the second
recall task. This instruction was apparentll' successful, as in
nearly all of the trials the recall of information from the
diamond number arrays had been completed before the arrival of
the signal indicating that the square-shaped letter-array
information was to be recalled. A second instruction informed
subjects that. if they began to have difficulty handling both tasks
at once, they should emphasize the recall task with the square
letter array'srather than the recall task with the diamond number
arrals. The purpose of this instruction was to try to keep the
motivational emphasis on the square-shapedletter-array recall
t a s k c o n s t a n t a c r o s sC o n d i t i o n s V . V v , a n d V s a n d S . S v , a n d S s .
All 20 trials u'ithin a condition rvere blocked together, and
instructions preceding each block clearly stated what type of
information the subject was to remember fiom each stimulus.
The order in u hich the subjects in each group received the five
conditions was counterbalanced such that across subjects each
condition was presented in the same averageorder.
The actual structure of a trial in one of the more complex
conditions, Vs, was as follows. Fint, the subject inspected the
square letter array on a white card for approximately 4 sec,
during which time he attempted to remember the identities of
the circled target letters. Several seconds later, the onset of a
clicking sound signaled the subject to begin inspecting the
diamond number a[ay on a yellow card, which he did
throughout the 4-sec duration of the clicking sound. Since this
was Condition Vs, the subject was attempting to remember the
positions of the circled numbers from the diamond number
array. Five seconds after the subject had stopped inspecting the
diamond number ^nay, a buzzer sounded signaling the subject to
begin recalling the position information from that array. (Note
that the last information presented on a trial was the first to be
recalled!) Finally, 20 sec after the subject had frnished inspecting
the square letter array, he received a signal to begin recalling the
identity information from that anay. In the other conditions the
time durations remained the same but the number of tasks
involved and the type of information remembered fiom each
array raried.
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information processingsystemsis responsiblefor the
s e l e c t i v e i n t e r f e r e n c e p h e n o m e n o n .A p o s s i b l e
anatomicalbasisfor the different systemsmay lie in the
distinction between the two cerebralhemispheres,since
many investigators (e.g., Gazzaniga, 1970; Kimura,
1973; Newcombe,1969) have reportedthat the right
GENERAL DISCUSSION
hemisphere is apparently specialized for processing
spatial information, while the left is specializedfor
The major findings in the current experimentsare the handlingverbalinformation.
selective interference pattern of results (i.e., the
Many questions remain unansweredconceming the
significant interactionsbetween type of information in
separatesystemhypothesis,but it is interestingto note
the task presentedfirst and type of interpolated task that the large interactions of the presentexperiments
information) with both high- and lowdemand memory and the selectiveinterferencepattern obtained in other
activitiesand over a rangeof retention intervalsfrom l0
experiments argue for a functional independenceof
to 30 sec. The apparent generality of the selective verbal and spatial information processingregardlessof
interference phenomenon suggeststhat it is not the the particular interpretation of the selectiveinterference
result of competition for a singlestructural mechanism effect.
with a particulartime constraint,but ratheris causedby
a generalcapacitylimitation.
also
The resultsof experimentsby other researchers
REFERENCES
attest to the generalityand reliability of the selective
In the current experiment,as in the previousone,the
subjects ranked the conditions according to their
difficulty at the end of the experimental sesion.
However,the resultsin the presentexperiment,while in
the expecteddirection,were not statisticallysignificant.

interferencephenomenon(e.g., Brook , 1967, 1968;
den Heyer& Banett, l97l; Rollins& Thibadeau,1973).
That the interferencein performance is selectiveand
maximal when the two concurrent tasks involve the
sametype information seemsnow to be an established
finding.
A remaining issue concernsthe explanation for the
selective interference phenomenon. One possible
explanation,in accordwith traditionalviewsof memory,
might maintain that the differential interferencewith
different types of information is a result of the amount
of interference being proportional to the degree of
similarity between the variouspiecesof information. A
critical problem with this form of explanationis that in
theseexperimentalsituationsit is either very difficult or
impossibleto define similarity, except with referenceto
what the subject does with the stimulus material, in
which casethe definition losesmost of its meaningand
all of its usefulness.
An alternativeexplanationis that the existenceof at
least partially independentverbal and spatial
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